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ANALYSIS OF USING LEXICAL  
AND GRAMMATICAL TRANSFORMATIONS  

IN LITERARY TRANSLATION

Qualitative translation is undoubtedly one of the main tools for transmitting not only the meaning 
in the text, but also the transmission of “feelings,” emotional coloring, style, means of expressiveness, 
correspondence of equivalents of phraseological units, expressiveness, etc. The translator faces some dif-
ficulties in translating languages     belonging to different cultures. Without familiarity with the culture of 
the people, with their customs, time and era, the translator will not be able to convey the “picture” that 
was embedded in the original language. To make up for the losses and avoid distortion of meaning when 
translating, the translator uses a functional approach, given the function of the elements, looks for their 
functional analogue. Therefore, such shifts in expressions in translation are necessary for a holistic and 
adequate translation. It’s known, translation transformations play an important role in any language and 
culture, including English, so it is extremely necessary to know their use when translating from the source 
language to the translation language. This article identifies and justifies the use of lexico-grammatical 
transformations when translating from the source language into the translated language. The analysis 
showed and confirmed that it is lexico-grammatical translation transformations that have a greater fre-
quency of use in translation than stylistic, morphological, syntactic and semantic transformations.

Key words: literary translation, transformation, lexical transformations, grammatical transformations, 
the problem of translating literary texts.
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Көркем аудармада лексика-грамматикалық  
трансформацияларды талдау

Сапалы аударма, сөзсіз, мәтіннің мағынасын ғана емес, сонымен бірге «сезімдерді», 
эмоционалды реңкті, стильді, экспрессивтілік құралдарын, фразеологиялық бірліктердің 
баламаларын, экспрессивтілікті және т.б. жеткізе білу жолдарының негізгі құралдарының 
бірі болып табылады. Аудармашы әртүрлі мәдениеттерге жататын тілдерді аударуда белгілі 
бір қиындықтарға тап болады. Халықтың мәдениетімен, олардың салт-дәстүрімен, уақыты 
мен дәуірімен таныспай, аудармашы түпнұсқа тілінде жазылған «бейнені» жеткізе алмайды. 
Аудармада шығындардың орнын толтыру және мағынаның бұрмалануын болдырмау үшін 
аудармашы функционалды тәсілді қолданады, элементтердің функциясын ескере отырып, 
олардың функционалды аналогын іздейді. Сондықтан аудармадағы деректердің мұндай 
өзгерістері тұтас және тікелей аударма жұмыстары үшін қажет. Өздеріңіз білетіндей, аударма 
нәтижелері кез-келген тіл мен мәдениетте, соның ішінде ағылшын тілінде де маңызды рөл 
атқарады. Сондықтан оларды дереккөз тілінен аударма тіліне аударғанда олардың қолданылуын 
білу өте маңызды. Бұл мақалада дереккөз тілінен аударма тіліне алғанда лексикалық және 
грамматикалық мағыналарының қолдану аясы анықталады. Талдау жұмыстарының нәтижесінде 
стилистикалық, морфологиялық, синтаксистік және семантикалық талдауларға қарағанда, 
лексикалық-грамматикалық аударма жұмыстарының қолданылуы мен түрлендіру жұмыстарының 
нәтижелігі байқалады. 

Түйін сөздер: көркем аударма, трансформация, лексикалық трансформациялар, граммати-
калық трансформациялар, көркем мәтіндерді аударма мәселесі.
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Анализ использования лексико-грамматических  
трансформаций в художественном переводе

Качественный перевод, несомненно, является одним из главных орудием передачи не 
только смысла в тексте, но и передачи «чувств», эмоциональной окраски, стиля, средства 
выразительности, соответствия эквивалентов фразеологических единиц, экспрессивности и т.д. 
Переводчик сталкивается с определенными трудностями при переводе языков, принадлежащих 
к разным культурам. Без знакомства с культурой народа, с их обычаями, временем и эпохой, 
переводчик не сможет передать ту «картину», которая была заложена в языке оригинала. 
Восполнить потери и избежать искажения смысла при переводе, переводчик использует 
функциональный подход, учитывая функцию элементов, ищет их функциональный аналог. 
Поэтому такие сдвиги выражений в переводе нужны для целостного и адекватного перевода. 
Как известно, переводческие трансформации играют важную роль в любом языке и культуре, в 
том числе и в английском, поэтому крайне необходимо знать их использование при переводе с 
языка источника на язык перевода. В данной статье выявляется и обосновывается использование 
лексико-грамматических трансформаций при переводе с языка источника на переводимый язык. 
Анализ показал и подтвердил, что именно лексико-грамматические переводческие трансфор-
мации имеют большую частотность использования при переводе, нежели чем стилистические, 
морфологические, синтаксические и семантические трансформации. 

Ключевые слова: художественный перевод, трансформация, лексические трансформации, 
грамматические трансформации, проблема перевода художественных текстов.

Introduction

Translation is the exact reproduction of the orig-
inal by means of another people while preserving 
the unity of content and style. The unity of the con-
tent and style of the source language is transmitted 
when translated on a different language basis and is 
a new unity characteristic of the language of transla-
tion [1, 216].

The main task of translation is not only to con-
vey the content of the text, but also to capture the 
general message of the author of the work, to un-
derstand what he wanted to say with one piece or 
another of the text, in order to achieve exactly the ef-
fect that the writer wanted to produce on the reader, 
to have on him exactly the aesthetic effect that was 
intended by the author.

A literary translation is a translation of literary 
works. Literary literature differs from other speech 
works, as its main purpose is aesthetic impact on the 
reader. Thus, it can be considered that the main func-
tion of literary work is literary and aesthetic, which 
distinguishes it from other acts of speech communi-
cation, in which the dominant role is assigned to an 
informative function [2, 253].

It should be noted that literary translations are 
becoming more popular and more interesting, which 
cover all genre diversity of literary, where profes-
sionalism, ingenuity and creative approach of the 
translator is important.

In order to translate literary works, it is also nec-
essary to involve extralinguistic knowledge in order 
to be able to identify realities, lacunae, allusions in 
the text and to translate adequately into the language 
of translation.

The adequacy of translation and the equivalence 
of translation are two basic concepts by which the 
content of the text and the quality of the translation 
are revealed. By the adequacy of literary translation 
we understand, an exhaustive understanding of the 
idea of the author, which is illustrated in the origi-
nal text, the transmission of the literary and aesthetic 
orientation of the text of the translated text, the as-
sessment of the possible reactions of the reader of 
the same nation and culture as the author of the orig-
inal text [3, 288].

Also, the translator, determining as precisely as 
possible the ideological-thematic orientation of the 
original text has to choose the appropriate means for 
correct transmission of images transmitted in the 
original and transmit the specific features of the lan-
guage and the individual style of the author. As for 
the translation of poems, it is very important for the 
translator to preserve the rhythmic organization and, 
of course, the system of rhymes, which in practice is 
not always possible [4, 208].

Translation pragmatics is defined by V.N. Ko- 
missarov as’ influence on progress and result the 
translation process of the need to reproduce the 
pragmatic potential of the original and the desire to 

file:///C:/%d0%a0%d0%90%d0%91%d0%9e%d0%a7%d0%98%d0%95%20%d0%a4%d0%90%d0%99%d0%9b%d0%ab/%d0%9a%d0%b0%d0%b7%d0%9d%d0%a3_%d0%bc%d0%b0%d1%80%d1%82-%d0%b0%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b5%d0%bb%d1%8c-2020/%d0%93%d0%a3%d0%9b%d0%ac%d0%9c%d0%98%d0%a0%d0%90/%d0%92%d0%b5%d1%81%d1%82%d0%bd%d0%b8%d0%ba%20%d0%a4%d0%b8%d0%bb%d0%be%d0%bb%d0%be%d0%b3%d0%b8%d1%8f%201-2022/%d0%be%d1%82%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%b1%d0%be%d1%82%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%be/ 
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ensure the desired effect on the Receptor of trans-
lation. (Commissioners 1990:210). The pragmatic 
potential of the original refers to ‘the ability of the 
text to produce a communicative effect, to cause 
pragmatic in the Receptor relation to the reported, 
in other words, implement pragmatic impact on the 
recipient of information.

Materials and Methods

There are sufficient works on translation theory, 
history of translation development, problems of lit-
erary translations and translation transformations.

Researchers of Kazakh scientists in the field 
of translation science include linguists, transla-
tors, writers such as A. Baitursunov, M.O. Auezov,  
S.O. Tulzhanov, K. Nurmakhanov, A. Nurkhatov, 
G.K. Belgian, K.S. Yusolkov, A.M. Zhandashev, 
Zaghanov. The researches of these scholars are de-
voted to the study of translation theory, translation, 
where the vast majority of studies reveal problems 
of a literary translation.

In Kazakh translatology, the period of formation 
as a single science began recently in the beginning 
of the 20th century, until then the translation was 
referred to linguistics, literature, cultural studies, 
style, terminology science. Further, developing and 
shaping, translation and translation theory began to 
stand out into a separate field of linguistic sciences.

There are a number of Russian and foreign 
linguists-translators who have undoubtedly con-
tributed to the development of translation science  
(V.N. Commissarov, N.K. Garbovsky, A.V. Fy-
odorov, L.C. Barkhudarov, V.S. Vinogradov, 
J.I. Rezker, L.K. Latyshev, M. M. Schubert,  
L.L. Nelyubin, J. Catford, A. Neubert, P. Newmark, 
M. Snell-Hornby). However, having studied and 
analyzed the works of Kazakh, Russian and foreign 
scientists, we have concluded that so far researches 
in the field of translatology have not been fully re-
vealed, in particular, the problems of translation and 
translation transformations, which are undoubtedly 
waiting for their young scientists for further and in-
depth research.

By the adequate translation, we understand the 
reproduction of the form and content of the origi-
nal text through the translated language. In transla-
tion, the concept of adequacy is understood to mean 
accuracy and equivalence to the original, which is 
achieved through transformations, i.e. lexico-gram-
matical, lexico-phraseological and stylistic substitu-
tions that create an equivalent effect, as in the origi-
nal text. Thanks to such replacements, the translator 

manages the difficulties of translation and skillfully 
transfers almost all elements of the original. How-
ever, sometimes the author of the translation sacri-
fices certain elements: drop some details, replaces, 
generalizes, narrows, uses the method of adaptation 
for easy translation or, intensifies certain statements 
in the text.

The translation process involves establishing a 
relationship between the source language and tar-
get language. Such relations are a prerequisite for 
translation, since any interpretation of the source 
language is directly related to the selection of verbal 
funds from the target language. Translation difficul-
ties such as, lexical, grammatical and stylistic are 
due to discrepancies between the units of the target 
language and the source language. «To translate de-
notes to express correctly, and is full of means of 
one language what is already expressed earlier by 
means of another language». To solve such prob-
lems, the translator uses language replacement tech-
niques to achieve equivalence between the original 
text and the translation text. These transformations 
are called translation transformations [5, 65].

In translatology, it’s known such translation 
transformations as lexical, grammatical, stylistic, 
morphological, syntax and semantic.

In this article, we have studied in detail lexical 
and grammatical transformations in literary 
translation.

In the monograph «Translation Course,»  
L.K. Latyshev defines lexical transformations as 
«deviation from dictionary correspondences.» In 
lexical systems of English and Russian there are dif-
ferentiations, which appear in the type of meaning 
structure of the word [5, 248].

The choice of translation transformations de-
pends on a number of factors and is due to lexical 
and grammatical features of the original language 
and the translation language. In the vocabulary of 
English there is a wide semantics of the meaning of 
the word, and in Russian – concrete meaning of the 
word. The combinability in English is free than in 
Russian, so in English due to the free combinabil-
ity we could find transferred epithets in text. When 
translating from English to Russian, the translator 
refuses to keep the transferred epithet, i.e. the norm 
of compatibility in Russian is strict.

The most common grammatical transforma-
tions include syntactic conformation (or a word for 
word translation), sentence segmentation, sentence 
integration, grammatical replacements (word forms, 
parts of speech, part of a sentence). Complex lexico-
grammatical transformations include antonymical 
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translation, explication (descriptive translation), and 
compensation.

Literature review

Analysis of using lexical and grammatical trans
formations in literary works

It is known that a number of methods are related 
to lexical transformations, such as:

1. Concretization is the replacement of a word or 
phrase of the source language with a broader mean-
ing, with a word or phrase of the target language 
with a narrower meaning.

The ma ste r, throne d on high in his gre a t splint-
bottom a rm-cha ir, … by the  drowsy hum of study. 
The  inte rruption rouse d him. … Tom kne w tha t 
whe n his na me  wa s pronounce d in full, it me a nt 
trouble . – Учите ль, воссе да я, ка к на  троне , 
… дре ма л, уба юка нный ме рным жужжа ние м 
кла сса . Появле ние  Тома  ра збудило е го. …Том 
зна л, что, когда  учите ль зове т е го полным 
име не м, это не  пре две ща е т ниче го хороше го.

This context illustrates the use of many transla-
tion transformations. These include concretization, 
antonymic translation.

The ma ste r, throne d on high in his gre a t splint-
bottom a rm-cha ir, …  drowsy hum of study. – 
Учите ль, воссе да я, ка к на  троне , … дре ма л, 
уба юка нный ме рным жужжа ние м кла сса . The 
translator, for a more detailed description of the 
teacher, uses comparison as a king on the throne, 
since the throne belongs only to the king, thereby 
preserving the author’s style, emotional color, his 
color and artistry. The word “study” was replaced 
by the word “class”, although it has a wider meaning 
(room, personal room, place, etc.) in English, but 
when translating, the translator specified the mean-
ing of the word, i.e. narrowed it down by the mean-
ing of class – a place for schoolchildren to study.

In “The interruption roused him” sentence, we 
observe the replacement of the word interruption 
with the expression Tom’s Appearance, which is 
also considered appropriate in translating.

…Tom kne w tha t whe n his na me  wa s pro-
nounce d in full, it me a nt trouble . – … Том зна л, 
что, когда  учите ль зове т е го полным име не м, 
это не  пре две ща е т ниче го хороше го.

This sentence uses antonymic translation. In 
the source language, it meant trouble is expressed 
by an affirmative expression, and in the translation 
language – by negation, i.e. this does not bode well. 
Such a translation is appropriate. There is no distor-
tion of meaning in the context.

2. Generalization is the reverse process, the re-
placement of a unit of a source language with a nar-
row meaning by a unit of a target language with a 
wider meaning.

A nothe r pa use , a nd more e ying a nd sidling 
a round e a ch othe r. 10) Pre se ntly the y we re  shoul-
de r to shoulde r. – Снова  молча ние . Пожира ют 
друг друга  гла за ми, топчутся на  ме сте  и де ла ют 
новый круг. На коне ц, они стоят пле чом к пле чу 
(пе ре вод К. Чуковского, 1935 г.).

This context characterizes the use of several 
translation transformations such as: holistic trans-
formation, combining sentences, adding, grammati-
cal replacement, generalization.

The first complex sentence was divided into 
two parts for a more detailed description of the at-
mosphere. The expression “another pause” was 
completely transformed and written in the form of 
silence again, and the expression “devours each oth-
er’s eyes”, the translator added to show the aggres-
sive state of the protagonist in relation to his rival. 
The translator tried to prescribe the emotional state 
of the hero Tom and preserve artistry in the work.

4. Complete transformation. It is known that 
one of the varieties of semantic development is the 
method of holistic transformation. When using this 
transformation, statements in the source language 
and the target language do not have common seman-
tic components, they also have a different internal 
form, while transmitting the same content using the 
means of different languages.

“Now that’ll learn you. Better look out who 
you’re fooling with next time”. – Это тебе наука. 
В другой раз гляди, с кем связываешься (перевод 
К.Чуковского, 1935) [9, 12-13].

In this sentence, the translator uses a holistic 
transformation technique. The example shows that 
both sentences in English and Russian have different 
semantic components and also have different inter-
nal forms. 

5. Antonymic translation is one of the options 
for adequate replacement, which means the inter-
pretation of a concept with the help of free trans-
fer of the semantics of the translated word within a 
certain context. Adequate replacement also includes 
descriptive translation and compensation.

Тома с Сойе р! Том зна л, что, когда  учите ль 
зове т е го полным име не м, это не  пре две ща е т 
ниче го хороше го.

Thomas Sawyer! Tom knew that when his name 
was pronounced in full, it meant trouble. Thomas 
Sawyer! Tom knew that when the teacher called his 
full name, it did not presage nothing well.
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This sentence uses antonymic translation. In the 
original language, it meant trouble is expressed by 
an affirmative expression, and in the translation lan-
guage – by negation, i.e. this does not presage noth-
ing well. Such a translation is appropriate. There is 
no distortion of meaning in the context.

Jim wa s only huma n – this a ttra ction wa s too 
much for him. – Джим был все го только че лове к и 
не  мог не  подда ться та кому собла зну (пе ре вод 
К. Чуковского, 1935 г.).

High-quality translation needs a variety of trans-
lation transformations. Such an example is an ant-
onymic translation. In the example of translation не  
мог не  поддаться такому соблазну, we see the use 
of negative particles, while in the source language 
the author didn’t use the negative particle this attrac-
tion was too much much for him. Such a translation 
is correct and does not change the meaning in the 
context.

The  summe r eve nings we re  long. It wa s not 
da rk, ye t. – Ле том ве че ра  долгие . Было е ще  
све тло (пе р. К Чуковского, 1935 г.).

This example shows the use of antonymic trans-
lation. In the original text, there is a negative particle 
not which means negation in the translation, but the 
translator translated the narrative sentence in the tar-
get language – it was still light, which also did not 
affect the distortion of the meaning of the text.

A unt Polly pla ce d sma ll trust in such e vide nce . 
– Те тя Полли не  пове рила . 

In the given sentence, we see antonymic transla-
tion used. The expression placed small trust is trans-
lated into Russian by the meaning of little trust, but 
the translator, on the other hand, considered it nec-
essary to translate using negative particle not as she 
didn’t believe it. Such a translation is permissible, 
there is no distortion of meaning in the text.

So she  ke pt sile nce , a nd we nt a bout he r a ffa irs 
with a  trouble d he a rt. – Та к что она  не  ска за ла  ни 
слова  и с тяже лым се рдце м за няла сь обычной 
ра ботой.

The expression in English she kept silence 
means she continued to remain silent, but the trans-
lator translated this expression with denial neither 
said nor a word. Such a translation is considered 
possible, there is no distortion of meaning in the 
text.

Ne ithe r boy spoke . – Оба  ма льчика 
встре  тились в полном молча нии.

Since in English the construction neither ... is 
usually translated in negative meaning, so in sen-
tence neather boy spoke means none of them spoke, 
that’s why the translator used an antonymic transla-

tion and translated in Russian with a narrative sen-
tence.

E ve rybody kne w wha t to sa y a nd ... – У все х 
было что ска за ть и .. .

This example illustrates the use of antonymic 
translation. Everybody is translated by the word 
each. Such technique of translation is allowed in 
translatology, so this sentence does not distort the 
meaning in the context.

6. Descriptive translation (explication). In a de-
scriptive translation (explication), the lexical unit 
of the source language is replaced by a phrase that 
gives a more complete explanation of the meaning 
in the target language. With this transformation, 
you can convey the meaning of any non-equivalent 
word. For example, Enlisted-men patients – patients 
from the private and non-commissioned officers. 
Such sentences are translated in a more detailed 
way. There is no such exact equivalent in the trans-
lated language.

… he r re solution to turn his Sa turda y holida y 
into ca ptivity a t ha rd la bor be ca me a da ma ntine  in 
its firmne ss. – … е е  ре шимость пре вра тить е го 
пра здник в ка торжную ра боту ста ла  тве рда , 
ка к а лма з.

And the author of the translation in context 
shows how decisive Aunt Polly was in her decision 
in relation to Tom. Seeing his dirty appearance, she 
firmly decides that Tom will work as a convict on 
the weekend. Therefore, adamantine in its firmness 
was translated by the expression hard as diamond. 
Such a translation is appropriate and does not distort 
the meaning of the text.

7. Compensation. Compensation is usually used 
by translators when it is necessary to replace a non-
transferable element of the source language with 
some other means in order to adequately convey 
its semantics. Such difficult-to-translate elements 
include paremiological units i.e. proverbs, idioms, 
sayings, idiomatic phrases that have a specific na-
tional coloring.

In foreign literary works, we usually come across 
with the measurements of a distance or a body tem-
perature, etc. We measure the body temperature in 
Celsius, while the foreigners use Fahrenheit. That’s 
why, the translator automatically “converts” the giv-
en figures are in degrees Celsius.

…  pump wa s only a  hundre d a nd fifty ya rds off, 
… – … до на соса  было не  боле е  полутора ста  
ша гов, …

For the British and Americans, the distance is 
usually measured in yards, we measure in meters. 
1 yard is approximately 0.9144 meters. In our ex-
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ample, the translator, in order to preserve the style of 
the author, tried to translate artistically.

But you must pla y fa ir with your frie nd. – 
Но не льзя и водить друга  за  нос. (пе ре вод К. 
Чуковского, 1935 г.).

This example shows the translation of the ex-
pression play fair by replacing with the idiom to 
lead someone by the nose, where the author of the 
translation does not seek to translate a word to word 
expression, but translates by meaning in order to 
achieve the adequacy of the translation, although the 
given phrase is translated as to play fair.

… you’re a  kind of a  singe d ca t, … – … ты 
хоть и порядочный плут, ....

This example illustrates the replacement of the 
set expression a kind of a singed cat in the original 
text with порядочный плут which is considered ap-
propriate and correct, since in the translation of set 
expressions or idioms, the translator must translate 
by the meaning.

The expression I’ll learn him is translated into 
Russian I will teach him, but the translator trans-
lated the expression as it will give him a good les
son where the verb is replaced by a noun. This kind 
of translation is possible, there are no distortions of 
meaning in the sentence.

…, a nd tha t’s the  Lord’s truth, goodne ss knows. 
– … , что ве рно, то ве рно, да  простит ме ня бог.

The stable expression the Lord’s truth is trans-
lated by the expression что ве рно, то ве рно which 
is appropriate in this sentence and does not change 
the meaning in the sentence. The Lord’s truth in 
Russian is should be translated as the pure truth.

Confound it! – Че рт возьми!
Stable expression Confound it! was successfully 

conveyed but by the expression Черт возьми! these 
expressions do not have any semantic commonality, 
but were translated by the exact meaning. So, stable 
expressions should be translated not a word to word, 
but by their analogy in target language.

 A number of methods are related to grammati
cal transformations are:

1. Sentence fragmentation. One of the grammat-
ical transformations is the division of the sentence, 
in which the syntactic structure is divided into sev-
eral predicative structures:

The re  wa s a  slight noise  be hind he r a nd she  
turne d just in time  to se ize  a  sma ll boy by the  sla ck 
of his rounda bout a nd a rre st his flight. – Поза ди 
послыша лся ле гкий шорох. Она  оглянула сь 
и в ту же  се кунду схва тила  за  кра й куртки 
ма льчишку, который собира лся улизнуть. 
(пе ре вод К. Чуковского, 1935 г.).

In this example, we see the division of the 
sentence into two simple sentences. This tech-
nique, in our opinion, is needed for the “unload-
ing” of a complex sentence for the ease of reader 
perception of the text. This technique does not 
distort the meaning in the context, its use is ap-
propriate.

2. Sentence integration is a reverse transforma-
tion that is often found in translated texts and is used 
for the same reasons: grammatical and stylistic fea-
tures of the English version of the text.

But Sid’d fingers slipped and the bowl dropped 
and broke. Tom was in ecstasies. In such ecstasies 
that he even controlled his tongue and was silent. – 
Но сахарница выскользнула у Сида из пальцев, 
упала на пол и разбилась. Том был в восторге, в 
таком восторге, что удержал свой язык и даже не 
вскрикнул от радости.

This context shows the use of the technique of 
combining sentences, so, in our case, two simple 
sentences were combined into one to emphasize the 
degree of delight of the protagonist.

3. Grammatical substitution. This translation 
transformation implies the transformation of the 
grammatical unit of the original into a unit of the 
target language with a different grammatical mean-
ing. Such a replacement can be applied to grammati-
cal units of any level: word form, parts of speech, 
sentence member.

Some time s she  se ws it with white , a nd 
some time s she  se ws it with bla ck… – То она  
за шива ла  бе лой ниткой, то че рной….

In sentence Sometimes she sews it with white, 
and sometimes she sews it with black, we see a 
grammatical replacement. The adverb of the time 
circumstances sometimes, which means something 
happens rarely, has been replaced by conjunctions 
то in Russian.

Prie st ma de  a  note . – Свяще нник за писыва л.
In the sentence, we note the partial replacement 

of the English word “a note,” which means “entry,” 
“mark.” The translator replaced the noun a note with 
the verb to write. In English, there is the expression 
make a note – to make a record or notes, knowing 
about this, the translator concretized the expression 
and used the verb, so that the reader would under-
stand what was talking about.

A nothe r pa use , … – Снова  молча ние , ….
The expression another pause was complete-

ly transformed and written in the form of silence 
again. The translator tried to prescribe the tense at-
mosphere and the emotional state of the hero and 
preserved artistry in the work.
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The word pause in English has several mean-
ings, such as stop, resess, gap, pause. In this sen-
tence, the translator used the word silence, since it 
generally speaks of silence, of pause. 

4. Permutation. This type of translation trans-
formation implies a change in the arrangement of 
linguistic elements in the text in the target language 
in comparison with the text in the original language. 
Such permutations occur at the level of words, 
phrases, expressions, parts of a sentence and inde-
pendent sentences.

Tom surve ye d his la st touch with the e ye  of 
a n a rtist, … swe e p a nd surve ye d the  re sult, a s 
be fore . – Том гла за ми художника созе рца л свой 
после дний ма зок, … и вновь откинулся на за д – 
полюбова лся.

 In English, there is a strict order of parts of 
speech usage and is usually preserved in any sen-
tence (at the beginning it is subject, and then goes 
predicate and the other parts of speech are used), 
but during the translation we see the permutation of 
speech parts in the sentence. In addition, the verb of 
the past tense surveyed, had been translated differ-
ently as contemplated, admired in both cases.

5. Addition. This linguistic technique is neces-
sary for the accomplishment of absence of gram-
matical forms in the target language, as well as to 
represent words omitted in the source text, which 
must be present in the target text. Such words could 
be restored from context.

He  put down his pa il, … a  tingling re a r, … 
a nd A unt Polly wa s re tiring from the  fie ld with a  
slippe r in he r ha nd a nd triumph in he r e ye . – Он 
поста вил ве дрона  зе млю, … и мучите льной 
болью в за тылке , …, а  те тушка  покида ла  поле  
битвы с туфле й в руке  и торже ством во взоре  
(пе ре вод К. Чуковского, 1935 г.).

The expression he put down his pail is translated 
in the meaning oн поста вил ведро, but the transla-
tor adds the expression на  землю for a more accu-
rate description of the hero action and prescribes the 
situation. In the second case, a tingling rear is intro-
duced by the expression покалывание  сзади, but in 
the context, the translator illustrates a phrase with 
excruciating pain in the back of the head, which is 
undoubtedly true, since at the end of the sentence 
there is information is given that Aunt Polly left 
with a shoe in her hand, respectively, she hit Tom 
with a shoe on the back of the head.

She  unde rstood. – Она сра зу все  поняла .
The translator, having a good knowledge of the 

situation in the literary work, translated and restored 
the information concluded in the context, but not ac-

tually spelled out. The addition technique allowed 
the translator to maintain the intense atmosphere of 
the original text.

6.Omission. Such linguistic tecnique provides 
the omission of semantically redundant words, the 
meaning of which can be understood from the con-
text. Such omissions are due to the differences in 
grammatical sentence structures of the source and 
the target languages.

Be n wa tching e ve ry move a nd ge tting more a nd 
more  inte re ste d, more a nd more a bsorbe d. –  Бе н 
сле дил за  ка ждым е го движе ние м, увле ка ясь 
все  больше  и больше .

This sentence illustrates the use of omission. 
The expression more and more interesting, which 
means увлекаясь все  больше  и больше exactly de-
scribes the state of the protagonist, how much he is 
interested in painting the fence. The translator man-
aged to maintain the compression of the text, but 
at the same time, using linguistics means, he tried 
to illustrate the action of the hero as the artist who 
professinally drove the brush back and forth, added 
a stroke, managed to describe the picture quite col-
orfully, and, without changing the meaning in the 
context. Such expression more and more absorbed, 
which is semantically redundant was omitted, be-
cause the two expressions are close in meaning.

Results and Discussion

Translation is a special part of the spiritual cul-
ture of each country and its people. Considering the 
scientific justification of the concept of “transla-
tion,” we rely on its linguistic essence and linguistic 
foundations. Translation is primarily a language ac-
tivity. Translation is based on language, accordingly 
the translator works with language where language 
is considered the foundation and main means of 
translation. The translation is a mirror of the origi-
nal text. The more the meaning of the text passed 
through the translation, the higher the quality of the 
translator’s work.

During the translation process, it often turns out 
to be impossible to use the correspondence of words 
and expressions that are given in words. In such cas-
es, one should resort to translation transformations, 
which are included in the transformation of the in-
ternal form of a word or phrase, or even a complete 
replacement for an adequate transferring the content 
of the statement.

A comprehensive description of translation 
transformations, consideration of traditional or clas-
sical concepts of linguistic transformations and tech-
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niques determined the fulfillment of tasks that are 
included in the practical on the analysis of examples 
of translations of literary works from English into 
Russian. Throughout the entire research, we have 
determined and have shown the essence of transla-
tion theory in translation studies, set out in detail 
the peculiarities of literary translation, difficulties 
in translation, and translation transformations have 
been studied in detail.

Conclusion

“The translation should not only reflect, but also 
re-create the original, not” copy “its content and 
form, but recreate them by means of another lan-
guage for another reader in the conditions of another 
culture, era, society” [13, 153].

It should be noted that without the use of 
translation transformations, it is impossible to 
achieve the adequacy and equivalence of transla-
tion. Since literary translation is a complex cre-
ative process, it uses various translation transfor-
mations that were considered and studied: lexical, 
grammatical, morphological, semantic and mor-
phological. We are of the opinion that very often 
a translator is faced with lexical and grammatical 
transformations.

Lexical transformations include generalization, 
differentiation and concretization of meanings, ant-
onymic translation, integral transformation, com-
pensation, semantic development (modulation).

Grammatical transformations include sentence 
articulation, grammatical replacement, and sentence 
union.
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